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IT PAYS TO HAVE ZONAR AS YOUR

FLEET MANAGEMENT PARTNER
Zonar provides electronic fleet inspection, tracking and operations
solutions for public and private fleets. Our products are effective,
driven by customer satisfaction and affordable by design. We’ve
made it our business to do right by our customers.
You will notice the difference.

The Zonar Advantage

Your Success Is Our Success

Inspect. Track. Know.

Exceeding Expectations Is What We Do

As a pioneer, partner and platform provider, Zonar delivers fleets
extraordinary capabilities and savings in three important ways.

Fleet management solutions are essential to run a successful
operation. We know your success depends on having the right
fleet management partner. That’s why we have set the bar high for
ourselves at Zonar.

Zonar built the first Electronic Vehicle Inspection Report (EVIR)
system revolutionizing how pre- and post-trip inspections,
mandated by state and federal law, are conducted by fleets. It
started with a simple - Inspect Regularly, Track Instantly and Know
Always– approach. Today, it has grown into a comprehensive
high-return telematics platform providing a set of solutions that
remain simple to use.

We have earned exceptionally high customer loyalty by exceeding
expectations. That is because with Zonar, customer care is
experienced end-to-end. It starts with a product team that is a
thinking partner, a sales team that is a solutions partner and a
customer care team that is a satisfaction partner.

Effective and Innovative Products
At Zonar we call it customer-driven ingenuity, because our
products emerge from an effective partnership with our
customers. Groundbreaking products that deliver fleets their next
big savings are the result. That is Zonar’s payback.
Affordable by Design
Zonar is the manufacturer of its equipment and the developer of
its software. That means no middlemen and markups between you
and Zonar’s solutions. These savings are passed to you. That’s
why it pays to have Zonar as your fleet management partner.
Driven by Customer Satisfaction
You’ll work with a capable and motivated group of people. Zonar
has earned exceptionally high customer loyalty by passing the
toughest evaluations, exceeding expectations and demonstrating
our staying power.

Visit us at: www. zonarsystems.com

We Do More So Fleets Benefit
Zonar never rests in our pursuit to apply the appropriate
technology to the challenges fleets face. We see more than most.
This “seeds” the innovation we build into our products and lets us
deliver savings that just can’t be matched. We do more than most.
Anything Less Risks Your Success
Zonar’s people are passionate about your success. You can count
on us to deliver solutions that have proven their worth. With Zonar,
fleet operators have the peace-of-mind that comes with choosing
the right fleet management partner.
You Can Have it all with Zonar
Teamwork is what ensures the Zonar experience is better
than any other. We combine industry, regulatory, technical and
product deployment experience to serve fleets spanning
commercial and private trucking, pupil transportation, municipal
fleets, waste operations, utilities and construction. You will notice
the difference partnering with the Zonar “team of owners” makes.

Unmatched Capabilities, Surprisingly Affordable
Zonar is known for effective and affordable products, provided
with standout customer service.

Driven “To Do Right” By Our Customers - Is what has earned
us our reputation.
The Process is Personal - That’s because it is people, not
process, that get things done.

EVIR®: Changes vehicle inspections from a pain to a gain.
V2J™: Turns vehicle tracking into a high return platform.
Ground Traffic Control™: Makes knowing easy.
ZPass™: Makes real-time ridership tracking a reality.

Your Success is Our Passion - We are about making it
easier to do your job.

What is remarkable is that all these capabilities and the impressive
benefits they deliver are surprisingly affordable. That’s why Zonar
has become an industry standard and best practice for fleets large
and small.

To see what our customers have to say about their experience and
the benefits they have recognized through partnering with Zonar
visit us at www.zonarsystems.com.

Customer satisfaction is what tells us
that we have succeeded

Zonar Electronic Fleet Management: You will notice the difference.
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